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Abstract. Recommender systems (RS) are designed to assist users by
recommending them items they should appreciate. User based RS exploit users behavior to generate recommendations. As a matter of fact,
RS performance fluctuates across users. We are interested in analyzing
the characteristics and behavior that make a user receives more accurate/inaccurate recommendations than another.
We use a hybrid model of collaborative filtering and trust-aware recommenders. This model exploits user’s preferences (represented by both
item ratings and trusting other users) to generate its recommendations.
Intuitively, the performance of this model is influenced by the number of
preferences the user expresses. In this work we focus on other characteristics of user’s preferences than the number. Concerning item ratings, we
touch on the rated items popularity, and the difference between the attributed rate and the item’s average rate. Concerning trust relationships,
we touch on the reputation of the trusted users.
Key words: Recommender system, collaborative filtering, trust-aware,
trust, reputation

1 INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems (RS) [5] aim to recommend to users some items they
should appreciate, over a list of items. RS exploits the user’s ratings of items,
and/or his explicit/implicit relationships with other users, to generate recommendations to him. Intuitively, the more the user is connected to other users
and items, the better the quality of recommendation is. In this paper, we treat
the question of RS performance from two different points of view. The first is
the structural point of view, where we try to improve the RS performance by
hybridizing two recommendation approaches. The second is the user’s behavior point of view, where we study the impact of several characteristics of user
behavior on the system performance.
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We use the epinion.com1 dataset. epinion.com is a consumers opinion website
where users can rate items in a range of 1 to 5, and write reviews about them.
Users can also express their trust towards reviewers whose reviews seem to be
interesting to them.
In [9], two recommendation approaches have been tested on this dataset
separately: collaborative filtering (CF) [11] and trust-aware [9, 12]. CF relies
on user-item ratings to compute similarity between users, whereas trust-aware
replaces this similarity by explicit trust relationships between users. Trust-aware
performance surpasses that of CF, but CF is still better for some categories of
users. In a previous work [27], we applied several hybridization strategies of both
CF and trust-aware recommenders on this dataset. We found that hybrid models
can cover a larger set of users.
In this paper, we focus on the recommendation accuracy by user. We consider
its fluctuations across users as a result of user’s ratings and trusting strategies.
We touch on the following questions: Which type of items should user rate in
order to assist the system to satisfy him? What if the user rates frequently
opposite to the orientation of the community? Is trusting more users always
beneficial to the user? Is there a link between the reputation of the users that a
user trust and the quality of the recommendations he receives?
The outline of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we discuss
recommendation approaches. In section 3 we explain the details of the used
dataset, the context of the experiments, and both structure and user strategies
based performance evaluations. Finally, the last section is dedicated to conclusion
and future works.

2 STATE OF ART
Diverse techniques were used to build recommender systems. Our current explanation is restricted to the needs of our recommendation model. We employ
a hybrid RS [1] composed of Collaborative filtering (CF) [11] and trust-aware
recommenders [9, 12]. In the following subsections we explain both approaches
and the chosen hybridization strategy.
2.1 Collaborative filtering recommenders
CF is the most popular recommendation approach. The prediction function in
CF (which is the key element of any RS) is based on the similarity of users’
preferences (usually expressed by rating items). Users’ ratings are stored in a
rating matrix, which is a m × n matrix, where m is the number of users, and
n is the number of items. An element vua i of this matrix represents the rating
given by the user ua to the item i. This matrix assists compute the similarity
between any two users. Many similarity metrics are available [7], we use Pearson
correlation coefficient [11], which is one of the most popular and the most efficient
1
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in the RS domain [13], its value varies within the range [−1, +1], where −1 means
that the two users are completely opposite to one another, and +1 means that
they are completely similar.
In order to predict how much the current user ua will rate an item r, the
system exploits the ratings of similar users to ua (equation 1) out of the set of
users who rated r (Ur ).
P
uj ∈Ur fsimil (ua , uj ) × (v(uj ,i) − vuj )
p(ua , r) = vua +
(1)
card(Ur )
Where:
fsimil (ua , uj ): the similarity between ua and uj .
Ur : the set of users who have rated r.
card(Ur ): is the number of users in Ur .
This is called Resnick formula. Neighbors in this approach are identified automatically by the prediction function, consequently the approach is sensible to
the user’s rating strategy. Cold start [14] is one of the essential drawbacks of this
approach. It consists in the difficulty to generate recommendations to users who
did not rate enough items, because it is difficult to find neighbors to them. The
same difficulty can also results from certain ratings strategies such as: rating
items which are not frequently rated by other users, or appreciating items that
are globally detested by the community.
2.2 Trust aware recommenders
Trust-aware approaches have the advantages of reducing the impacts of the major
weaknesses of CF recommenders such as the cold start [14], data sparsity [8],
recommendation acceptability [15] and robustness to malicious attacks [16, 2,
17, 18], without bringing the recommendation accuracy down [9].
A correlation between trust and users similarity was found in [19] and [20].
Replacing user similarity with trust relationships has been proposed by [12, 25].
This approach is applied only in social systems where users can rate each other.
In order to compute recommendations, a trust-aware RS interrogates the
friends of A, if the result was not satisfying the system interrogates the friends
of A’s friends and so on.
Trust-aware prediction function is the same as that of CF, with replacing the
similarity value by trust value.
Commonly, trust propagation algorithms represent the dataset as a directed
weighted graph, where users represent the nodes, the trust relationships represent the edges, and the trust values represent the weights. Trust propagation
problem becomes a graph traversal problem. The main difference between those
algorithms is about their strategies in traversing the graph, and selecting the
path between the source and destination nodes.
In our studied case trust is a binary value. That is why we choose the model
MoleTrust for our experiments. This algorithm is adapted and tested to our
dataset. In MoleTrust, each user has a domain of trust where he adds his trustee
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users. In this context, user can either fully trust other user or not trust him at
all. The model considers that trust is transitive, and that its value is inversely
proportional to the distance between the source user and the destination user.
The only initializing parameter is the maximal propagation distance d.
If user A added user B to his domain, and B added C, then the trust of A
in C is given by the equation:
 (d−n+1)
if n ≤ d
d
T r(A, C) =
(2)
0
if n > d
Where n is the distance between A and C (n = 2 as there two steps between
them; first step from A to B, and the second from B to C).
d is the maximal propagation distance.
Consider d = 4 then: T r(A, C) = (4 − 2 + 1)/4 = 0.75.
2.3 Hybridization
In [1] the author identifies seven strategies to hybridize multiple recommendation
approaches, he argues that there is no reason why recommenders from the same
type could not be hybridized.
In [28], authors propose to enhance Resnick formula by adding a global trust
(reputation) value to the similarity score. To compute reputation score, they
apply a CF recommender with one neighbor at a time. The global trust of a
user is the number of correct recommendations that he could produce (while
neighbor), divided by the global number of recommendations in which he was
involved. A recommendation is considered correct when the difference between
its value and the real one is smaller than a given threshold.
Authors argue that trust here represents the competence of the user to generate recommendations, i.e the usefulness of the user to the system. Trust in this
model is computed implicitly. Like in CF, neighbors are still chosen automatically.
Giving more weight to users identified as more useful improves the accuracy
compared to classical CF, but it has no impact neither on the coverage nor on
the cold start problem (while user still needs to rate a considerable number of
items before receiving good recommendations).
In [27], we applied five hybridization strategies on epinion dataset. Compared
to trust-aware and CF recommenders, most hybrid models could improve the
prediction coverage, without a serious decrease in the prediction accuracy. The
best score was obtained by applying a weighted hybridization strategy, shown in
the equation 3, with (α = 0.3).
score(ua , uj ) = α × simil(ua, uj ) + (1 − α) × trust(ua , uj )

(3)
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2.4 users behavior analysis
The fluctuations across users is a common issue in RSs, so the system can be
accurate for some users while inaccurate for others. This is usually explained by
quantitative variance of user activeness or behavior, i.e the number of ratings
the user (for CF), and the number of trust phrases (in trust-aware RS).
Few studies were dedicated to qualitative evaluations of user activeness. [3]
is an example where authors are interested in the popularity of rated items.
They consider item’s popularity as: the ratio between the number of 5 stars
notes the item receives in the training corpus, and the number of 5 stars notes
it receives in the whole corpus after prediction. This definition was useful to
improve recommender accuracy, by orienting RS towards more popular items
considering that they are more probable to be accepted by the users. At the
opposite, we think that the item is popular when many people rate it regardless
the value of their notes, as we shall see in 4.1.
Other factors that we propose are: ratings abnormality, number of trust relations, and reputation of trustee friends. To the best of our knowledge, no other
definitions were proposed to these factors.

3 Experiments and performance evaluation
3.1 DataSet
Epinion dataset contains 49,290 users who rated a total of 139,738 items. users
can rate items in a range of 1 to 5, the total number of ratings is 664,824. Users
can also express their trust towards others (binary value), the dataset contains
487,182 trust ratings. It is important also to mention that 3,470 users have
neither rated an item nor trusted a user, these users are eliminated from our
statistics, thus the final number of users is 45,820 users.
In [26], authors showed on this corpus how to improve both accuracy and coverage (number of predicted ratings) by replacing similarity metrics with trustaware metrics. The improvement of coverage was limited because of the fact
that some users are active in rating items but not in rating reviewers. 11,858
users have not trusted anybody in the site (25.8% of users). Those users have
made 75,109 ratings, averagely 6.3 ratings by user. This high average means that
recommendations could be generated to this category by a similarity based approach. On the other hand, 5,655 users have not rated any item in the site (12.3%
of the total number of users). The average of trust relationships by user in this set
is 4.07 which is not negligible, those users suffer from the same problem with the
similarity approachs while trust based approach can generate recommendations
to them.
We divide the corpus to two parts randomly, 80% for training and 20% for
evaluation (a classical ratios in the literature). We took into consideration that
every user has 80% of his ratings in the training corpus and 20% in the evaluation
corpus, this is important to analyse the recommendation accuracy by user.
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3.2 Structural performance Evaluation
Our test consists in trying to predict the ratings value of the test corpus. Our
performance evaluation includes two aspects; accuracy and coverage.
To measure accuracy, we employ the mean absolute error metrics (MAE)
[24]. MAE is a widely used predictive accuracy metrics. It measures the average
absolute deviation between the predicted values and the real values. MAE is
given by the following equation:
N
Σi=1
|pi − ri |
(4)
N
Where: pi is the rating value predicted by the recommender to the item i. ri
is the real rating value supplied by the user to the item i.
MAE focuses on ratings but not on users [25]. Take the case of a user who
rated 100 items, received 20 good predictions, while other 5 users, each of whom
has rated 5 items, received 1 bad prediction by user. MAE still consider the
system successful in 80% of cases. Truth is; this system is able to satisfy one
over 6 users. User mean absolute error (UMAE) [25] is the version of MAE
which consider users’ satisfaction. It consists in computing the MAE by user,
before computing the average of these values. We call this average global UMAE
or GUMAE.
With regard to the coverage aspect, we employ two forms of coverage metrics:
Coverage of prediction is the ratio between the number of predicted ratings to
the size of the test corpus. Coverage of users is the number of users who received
predictions divided by the total number of users.
Table 1 illustrates the MAE, GUMAE and both forms of coverage for the
three recommendation approaches (CF, Trust and hybrid). It is obvious that the
hybrid model surpasses both CF and trust-aware approaches in both forms of
coverage, without a serious lose in accuracy. This is because hybrid system uses
each approach to predict ratings unpredictable by the other approach.

M AE =

Strategy
Pearson correlation
MoleTrust
Weighted (α = 0.3)

MAE
0.84
0.8165
0.8210

coverage GUMAE users coverage
61.15%
0.8227
47.46%
69.28%
0.8079
52.21%
76.38%
0.8124
62.22%

Table 1. Accuracy and coverage of RS

Intuitively, the more the user rates items, the more the CF is able to recommend items to him. The same role is applied for the trust-aware recommender
and the number of users a user trusts.
As for a hybrid recommender, both roles are applied. Nevertheless, we note
that some users who have a considerable number of ratings/trust relation still
have a larger UMAE than others who have less number of ratings/trust relations.
This lead us to analyze their ratings/trusting strategies in order to answer this
question.
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4 User strategies analysis
In this section we analyze many characteristics of user behavior and rating strategy. The aim of which is to explain the recommendation accuracy fluctuation
across users. In this context, we represent user behavior by four criteria, one
of which is quantitative (number of trusted friends), and the three others are
qualitative. We need also to say that the first two criteria (user Ratings’ popularity and abnormality) consider the quality of user’s item ratings. The last two
criteria (number of trusted friends and their reputation) are dedicated to the
social influence and the quality of trust relation that the user does.
In the four following subsection, we illustrate the relations between of each
criterion and the UMAE value of users, trying to explain the impact of this
criterion on the performance of RS.
4.1 user Ratings’ popularity
We define item’s popularity as the number of ratings that the item gets. Users
tend to rate popular items more than unpopular item [3], this behavior creates
an important bias in items popularity. By consequence, RS tends to recommend
popular items more than others. This can limit the choices of users and reduce
the serendipity in the RS.
The question here is about the user choice of items to rate, and how can this
influence the performance of the recommender.
Now we define user’s ratings’ popularity as the average of the popularity of
items who have been rated by this user. We compute the user’s ratings popularity
value for all users, then in figure 1 we show the relation between it and UMAE.
In order to have a readable figures, we categorize the population into 20
categories, users are grouped in function of their increasing ratings’ popularity
value, with regarding that every category contains about 5% of the population.
This percentage is not fix, because we are conscious to keep users having the
same ratings’ popularity value in the same category. We compute, then, the
average of UMAE of the members of the category. Therefor every point in the
curve represent the average of UMAE of nearly 5% of the whole population.
Note that in figure 1, the more UMAE is low the more accurate are the recommendations. Thus we can find that users who have a high ratings’ popularity
value (more than 100) are receiving the less accurate recommendations. This
results from the fact that those very popular items are usually less discriminant
and less informative to RS because they are appreciated by almost everybody.
4.2 Abnormality coefficient
This measurement distinguish users with particular taste. we tend to study user’s
rating strategies versus the global orientation of the community.
Formally: we compute the average rate of the item, then the difference between the rate supplied by the current user and this average. The Abnormality
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Fig. 1. UMAE and ratings popularity

coefficient of the user is the average of differences between his ratings and the
average rate of each item he rates.
abn(u) =

N
X
|rui − ri |
(
)
N
i

(5)

Where: N : is the number of items rated by the user u.
rui : is the rate given by the user u to the item i.
ri : is the average rate of the item i.
Figure 2 has the same structure as figure 1 with one difference is that users’
categorizing is done in function of their increasing abnormality coefficient.
Regarding to figure 2 [A], UMAE is relatively very high for users with large
abnormality coefficient, which means that users whose ratings are close to the
average rates of the rated items receive more accurate recommendations than
those whose ratings is opposite to the tendency of the community. The part [B]
of the same figure illustrates the distribution of average number of ratings in the
abnormality categories. Users in categories with high abnormality (more than
1.4) and categories with low abnormality (less than 0.4) have nearly the same
number of ratings. Looking at those same categories in the figure [A], we notice
that they are on both extremes of UMAE. It is obvious here that, for users with
small quantity ratings, abnormality is a discriminant factor of RS performance,
rather than number of ratings.
4.3 Number of trusted users
This factor links the number of trusted users with the UMAE. It is intuitive that
the more the user trusts people, the more the system can recommend items to
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Fig. 2. Abnormality and UMAE

him. Even though, we find it is important to have a close look on the details of
this correlation. The curve in figure 3 represents a Hyperbolic cosecant function.
This means that trusting more users is in general beneficial for any user, but it is
more beneficial for users with a low number of trust relations, while it becomes
slightly beneficial for those with numerous relations.
4.4 Reputation of trusted users
In 4.3, we discussed the number of people the user trusts, but we think that
this is not the only factor, derived from a trust relationships, to influence the
performance of RS. The reputation of the trusted persons is a key issue for RS.
In this section, we illustrate the impact of trusting reputed /not reputed people
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on the quality of recommendations.ted /not reputed people on the quality of
recommendations.
We consider a primitive metrics of reputation; the reputation of a user is the
number of users who trust him.
Rep(ui ) = N b.trustersui

(6)

Where: N b.trustersui is the number of people how trust ui .
We think that even when a user trusts few people, this can be more informative to RS when these people are well reputed. Therefore, our current factor
T rep(ua ) is the average of the reputations of users that the user ua trusts, shown
in the equation 7. Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between this average and
the UMAE. Like precedent factors, users are categorized in groups. This categorization is based on the values of our T rep value metrics.
PN

Rep(ui )
(7)
N
ui ∈ D(Ua ) (the group of users who are trusted by ua ).
The curve in figure 4 shows that UMAE is relatively high when average of
reputation is very low (less than 10), whereas it is almost stable after that.
This shows that gaining reputation is not a complicated issue in this context,
it is sufficient that the user shows positive intention to a few users to have a
sufficient reputation in the community.
T rep(ua ) =

i
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5 Conclusion and future works
In this paper we showed that, even though trust-aware recommenders improve
the accuracy of CF recommenders, the hybrid model can, once again, make use
of both approaches to surpass their performances, and generate recommendation
to a wider set of users community without a serious decrease in accuracy.
We also showed that it is important to analyze the performance of the system
regarding to various users behavior, which can lead in the future to build a model
aware to different users ratings and trusting strategies.
In this paper, we analyzed the behavior criteria separately, it will be interesting in the future to elaborate an analysis by clustering users according all
criteria together, and to build user profile in function of his own strategies.
Even though epinion is a known corpus in the literature, we think that is
important to test our model on other corpora, and to elaborate the same analysis
in order to generalize our results.
The nature of current corpus restricted our choice of trust metrics. We hope
that upcoming tests be done on datasets with numeric trust values, which allow
to test other trust metrics.
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